Msd6al

The ignition that set the standard by which all others are judged. Includes a built-in rev limiter.
My Account My Cart. Also in Exterior - View All. Also in Fasteners and Hardware - View All. Also
in Gaskets - View All. Also in Brakes - View All. Also in Cooling - View All. Also in Ignition - View
All. Also in Tuners and Programmers - View All. Also in Data Acquisition - View All. Also in
Interior - View All. Also in Wheels - View All. Also in Electrical - View All. Also in Engine - View
All. Also in Marine and Powersports - View All. Also in Nitrous - View All. Also in Exhaust - View
All. Also in Off-Road - View All. Larger Image. In Stock. Add to Wish List. In fact, you'll find
ignitions from other companies that carry the 6AL name and in some cases, the same part
number. The wiring of the Digital 6AL is routed out one end of the unit through a sealed and
locking connector. This eases installation and keeps your wiring looking neat and clean. The
rev-limiter of the 6AL is located right on top of the housing for easy access to the two rotary
dials to set the limit in rpm increments. Inside the Digital 6AL, you'll find a microprocessor that
monitors and controls every firing and rev limit. The circuits are updated with efficient
components that help the ignition produce more power while drawing less current! In fact, the
Digital 6AL delivers over volts to the coil with up to mJ of spark energy for every firing!
Increased output combined with MSD's proven multiple spark series is a win-win situation! The
Digital 6AL is supplied with the wiring harness and the components you'll need for installation.
The 6AL is also supplied with vibration mounts. Both ignitions are compatible on 4, 6, or
8-cylinder engines with volt, negative ground electrical systems. They'll accept trigger inputs
from breaker points, amplifiers, and magnetic pickups. Part Limited 1 Year Warranty: See
Details. Some parts are not legal for use in California or other states with similar regulations.
Which MSD Ignition did you use as it is always confusing to decide which one performs better.
The variety of options are available online with competitive pricing. Msd 6al, analog version, it's
better because it is easier to repair and had power more than you need Are you still active with
repairing 6al?? I am very interested to know about the latest news, updates Mr Benjamin went
above and beyond their requirements to assist me with my loan which I used to expand my
pharmacy business,They were friendly, professional, and absolute gems to work with. When
you have damaged or burned msd 6al and you can afford to shiping it to MSD repair center then
its the best way to get things done, but if you live at the rest of the world, like me living in
Indonesia, when I cant afford to shiping the unit because of costs, shiping fees, taxes packing If
buy new msd better you change this two C's with unipolar 2,2uf 50v electrolyte. They are have
function of voltage multipliers with driven by IC TC, when condensators fails then voltage that
drives mosfets begins to drop and mosfets starts to overheat because they working regime falls
to the linear region not switching anymore Using mica isolator and you must move it position to
side of housing using extension wires after this Sure before u change this components check it
first if they are damaged, to reducing repair cost. Diposting oleh nurciq di Unknown 17
September Unknown 27 Agustus Chavez Clayton 3 November Tambahkan komentar. Muat yang
lain Langganan: Posting Komentar Atom. Mengenai Saya nurciq Lihat profil lengkapku. Delivery
time: days. Add to cart. Ignition Box Output: Capacitive discharge. Current Draw: 0. Spark
Output millijoules : Millijoules. Minimum Operating Voltage: 12 V. Maximum Operating Voltage:
15 V. With less power draw and higher output, MSD moves you with "the fire to drive" in a
digital powerhouse! Inside microprocessors, updated circuits and efficient components monitor
and handle every firing and rev limit to produce more power while pulling less current. And, to
go with the new power, a new look. These digital 6AL ignition controllers are sleek with a lower
profile. Wiring is routed out one end through a sealed and locked connector and two rotary dials
to set rpm limit are positioned right on top--easier installation, super easy access and a clean,
neat appearance under the hood. Controllers are supplied with wiring harness and components
you need for install plus, vibration mounts. Increased output and proven multiple-spark
power--MSD digital 6AL ignition controllers are a definite win-win! To create online store
ShopFactory eCommerce software was used. Skip to main content. Related: msd 6al msd 6al
ignition box msd 6a used msd ignition box msd 6al digital msd coil. Include description. MSD 21
Items Brand Type. Aftermarket Branded 21 Items Fitment Type. Direct Replacement 2 Items 2.
Not Specified 2 Items 2. No Warranty 4 Items 4. Not Specified 17 Items New 11 Items Used 10
Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings Accepts Offers 3. Auction
2. Buy It Now Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International
Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold
Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition New Used. Any Free International
Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Not finding what you're looking for? Save msd 6al used to
get e-mail alerts and updates on your eBay Feed. See search results that fit your vehicle. Select
Vehicle Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Buy It Now. Last one. Shipping
not specified. Results matching fewer words. Almost gone. Free returns. Leave feedback about
your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb

Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international
shipping options and costs. Upload a Photo. Upgrade your ignition to Digital technology with
the best name in the business: MSD. Add to Wishlist Call to Order. With less power draw and
higher output, MSD moves you with "the fire to drive" in a digital powerhouse! Inside
microprocessors, updated circuits and efficient components monitor and handle every firing
and rev limit to produce more power while pulling less current. Don't worry; features that made
the original 6AL boxes your first choice remain but with improved output!!! And, to go with the
new power, a new look. These digital 6AL ignition controllers are sleek with a lower profile.
Wiring is routed out one end through a sealed and locked connector and two rotary dials to set
rpm limit are positioned right on top. Easier installation, super easy access and a clean, neat
appearance under the hood. Controllers are supplied with wiring harness and components you
need for install plus, vibration mounts. Increased output and proven multiple-spark power--MSD
digital 6AL ignition controllers are a definite win-win! Customer Photos 3 Upload a Photo. MSD
is your exclusive performance ignition company and we thank you for your interest and
support. Latemodel Restoration has you covered with MSD ignition kits, ignition boxes,
distributors, coils, and other high performance ignition components. Upload your own picture
of the MSD Digital 6Al Ignition Box Please make sure to hold your device horizontally like a
camera rather than vertical like a phone. By uploading an image, you agree to give LMR. Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. MSD is
excited to announce the next generation of 6-series ignition controls the 6AL The all new
ignition control combines a new housing, new digital controls and more power in a sleek
package. Inside the new cast aluminum housing you'll find an advanced micro-controller that
manages the timing and RPM of the ignition. The spark output of the new box has been turned
up to V of primary voltage with spark energy reaching up to millijoules. The multiple sparks of
the 6AL-2 burn in the cylinder for 20 degrees of crankshaft rotation to ensure complete
combustion. Two more great features are the rev limits. There are two rev limiters; one for high
end overrev protection and another you can activate off a clutch or trans brake to set a launch
limit. This feature will help your car blast off the starting line. Adjustments are made via four
rotary dials for RPM increment control. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 1 - 4. Only 3
left in stock - order soon. Qty: 1 2 3 Qty: 1. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a
Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are
covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and
shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection
Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or Amazon certified
refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for
mechanical breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires. Fully transferable if
bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To
cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon. Loading recommendations for you. Adding to Cart
Added to Cart. Not Added. Item is in your Cart. View Cart Proceed to checkout. We do not have
any recommendations at this time. Image Unavailable Image not available for Color:. Brand:
MSD. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List.
These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold
by KMJPerformance. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed
this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. MSD Control Module.
Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Compare with similar
items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers who bought this item also bought. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Put in a 94 mustang gt. Verified Purchase.
Been months now, so much better noticeable spark performance, i replaced spark plugs at the
same time, and wow. Happy with this product. Works every turn of the key knock knock if you
want a rev limiter and stronger spark, get this box! Your browser does not support HTML5
video. Images in this review. I love this box! I purchased this for my Toyota MR2 2. After
installing these, my car had an instantly different feel - she my car , started immediately, ticked
over nicely and improved driveability in all rev ranges. In the low rev range she has more pull

and a more responsive feel, and when I'm booting it wide open throttle she gets to where she
wants to be quicker I've also noticed an improvement in fuel consumption, even under
extremely spirited driving conditions. I mounted the boxes behind the passenger seat left hand
side of the car in the UK and fed the wires through the large rubber grommet in the firewall with
the vehicle harness. I've heard others talk about the box being noisy but my honest opinion of
those observations is that it's really just a small ticking noise that is sychronised with the
tachometer After a couple of thousand miles and some none stop thrashing, I can say that the
box has performed and has made me feel that it's worth it. I was disappointed I couldn't
purchase the programmable box same model with programmable feature from Amazon.
Nonetheless, with some adjustment and minor advancing of my mechanical timing and the 99
octane fuel that's available from the local supermarket, I've 'upped' the performance noticely
and enjoyably so : The rev limiter function works well and has saved me pushing my car too far
into the red MSD customer service could do with some fine tuning to be a little more friendly but
going with MSD for a performance ignition set up has been far from a bad experience. MSD has
been the leader in distribution technology for so long for one simple reason, they are the best.
This system is completely tunable, shows real time data, and is compatible with many of the
data logging clusters. The multiple spark technology has become even more advanced, and you
will get the full use of your engine after the install. MSD's tech support is great, they get back to
you quickly with any questions you may have for your application. This stand alone
management unit has many awesome features -LED code system lets you know when your
charging system is going out before it becomes an issue, informs you of an over charge, and
shows when the system is functioning correctly - Ground Fault protection prevents any damage
to the unit from faulty wiring or incorrect installs. It's perfect to compliment your high
performance fuel set up. You can feel the power increase across the full power band width. My
burns fuel better than my coil system in my other vehicle. I am absolutely astounded. If you are
serious about your performance build, this little sucker is a must. Very happy with the
performance and was easy to install.. Now race ready.. Wish it had usb or hdmi.. Usual Great
product from. One person found t
jalopnik wikipedia
2008 ford escape service manual
1994 infiniti j30
his helpful. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items:
aluminum dog boxes. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Parts Via. SAMs Club. Speedway
Motors. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

